
MAIN  
GRANDSTAND 

LOGE

OCTOBER 22•23•24



• Eight (8) person semi-private boxes located on the
wings of the Main Grandstand

• Shaded, elevated seats with prime views of start/finish line 

and Turn 1
• Dedicated in-seat beverage service and text to order food 

options available a la carte

• Two (2) Lot A parking passes with purchase of full loge box
• Sunday Champagne Toast
• VIP Concert Entry w/priority access to upgrades

MAIN GRANDSTAND 
LOGE BOX

$15,000

Starting at:



Enjoy the Main Straight in eight (8) person semi-private Loge Boxes located on the wings of the Main 
Grandstand. You will have prime views of the start/finish line as well as the ascent to Big Red (Turn 1). 
In-seat beverage service will be available, enabling you to sit back and relax during the race. 

Fans in the Main Grandstand Loge Boxes will get to see one of the most awesome sights of a F1 
weekend: the standing start. Twenty cars lineup in formation on the grid, engines shrieking, and as the 
red lights go out to signal the start of the Grand Prix, the drivers will be ducking and diving as they 
jostle for position as the pack races up towards Turn 1. 

Besides watching the cars scream by at over 180 mph (290 km/h) during the race, the fans will also 
witness amazing pit stop action where the skilled crew members swarm around the car and change all 
four tires in a mere three to four seconds. 

Looking left, fans can see the cars exiting out of the final turn, set against the skyline of the city of 
Austin on the horizon, and on to the Main Straight. 

At the end of the race, those in the Main Grandstand will see the checkered flag being waved for the 
winner of the race, and then they can share in the podium celebration as the national anthems of the 
winning driver and team are played. Next the top three finishers receive their trophies and then spray 
the champagne on the podium. 
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Contact:

Alessandro Mancini
Alessandro.Mancini@thecircuit.com 
512.655.6307




